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Chapter Three 

Voices of the Land 

 
If there is something that could be called the creative consciousness of a 

continent, it is in the land, which is a containment of the voices that have 

crossed it. It is where I picked up Sacajawea’s voice.  

Diane Glancy, Stone Heart (152) 

 

European invasion on Native American cultures started with Christopher 

Columbus’s arrival in San Salvador in 1492. Regarding the encounter with the whites, 

Allen writes, “the fragile web of identity that held tribal people has gradually been 

weaken and torn” (46). However, she contends, “the oral tradition has prevented the 

complete destruction of the web” or “the ultimate disruption of tribal ways” (45). It 

has been a major force in tribal resistance to keep the people “conscious of their tribal 

identity, their spiritual traditions, and their connection to the land and her creatures” 

(emphasis added, Allen 53). I would like to argue that Glancy, like Gerald Vizenor, 

“writes in the oral tradition” and achieves the resistance in Native American 

Literatures.  

This chapter aims to explore the Native American oral traditions in Glancy’s 

use of juxtaposition, second-person narratives, and other formal strategies, such as 

italics and compound words. I maintain that Glancy’s writing reflects the oral 

traditions and that it is “the land” that informs the text. I will begin with N. Scott 

Momaday’s The Way to Rainy Mountain, attempting to make a connection between 

Momaday and Glancy. Then, I will draw on Michel Bakhtin’s theory of 

“heteroglossia” to analyze the narrative structure of the novel. Finally, I will 

incorporate discussion on “many voices” and “the native-ness” in the text to show 

how “the land informs the novel.” 
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3.1 Momaday’s The Way to Rainy Mountain 

N. Scott Momaday’s The Way to Rainy Mountain (1969), like Stone Heart, is 

noted for its distinct form. In “Exploring the ways to Rainy Mountain,” Joan Henley 

writes, “if Rainy Mountain represents the object of a quest, the destination of a 

journey, Momaday’s book, through its distinctive form, explores the paths along 

which we move to get there” (48). She suggests that the complicated structure of the 

book baffles the reader because its central portions are “composed of numbered 

sections, which are furthered divided into three parts marked by different typefaces” 

(47-48). Hence, she suggests to “work inductively, taking each section and trying to 

figure out what the parts have common and what differentiates them” (48). It is 

critical for the reader to look “not only at the content of the sections but at the verbal 

textures as well” (48). In other words, besides being sensitive to the thematic concerns 

of the text, the reader needs to attend to the methods of presentation.  

According to Murray and Blaeser, The Way to Rainy Mountain includes three 

strands of narrative—“the mythical, the historical and the immediate” (Murray 80; 

Blaeser 41). Robert L. Berner refers the mythical to a Kiowa legend, the historical to a 

historical or ethnographical commentary on the legend, and the immediate to a 

personal reminiscence related to the legend or the commentary or both (57). The 

thee-part structure could be taken as three ways of experiencing meaning and gaining 

knowledge. By structuring the narrative into three sections, Momaday encourages the 

reader to think about the kinds of knowledge we have access to and the authority on 

which that knowledge is founded. 

The historical mode, in contrast to the mythic mode, the reader will find dates, 

names, and reference to specific events (Henley 50). In such a mode, the voice does 

not speak for the group; it speaks of the group. However, on the contrary, the entries 

of the personal mode are composed of “memories of personal experiences, sensory 
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impressions and portraits of family member” (Henley 51). It is intriguing that as the 

author moves through his narrative, the distinctions between the sections become 

blurred, and the importance of independencies is revealed. In particular, the materials 

in the historical mode seem to inspire reflections in the personal mode of experience 

by means of imagination. For example, the historical mode recounts an incident that 

happened in 1861, when an old man of the tribe, Gaapiatan, sacrificed one of his best 

horses in the Sun Dance to ward off the smallpox sweeping the community. In the 

personal mode, the author meditates on that particular event and identifies with his 

predecessor, writing that “I think I know how much he loved the animal; I think I know 

what was going on in his mind […]” (emphasis added, Momaday 71). Undoubtedly, 

Momaday chooses the form for its potential to engage the reader, to infer the 

relationships between the three narrative voices, and to reflect upon the dynamics of 

the text.  

In “Prologue” to The Way to Rainy Mountain, Momaday claims, “The 

imaginative experience and the historical express equally the traditions of man’s 

reality” (4). This exhibits interrelatedness and the intersection between the 

imagination interpretation and the history itself affect equally man’s reality. When 

speaking of the book, Blaeser contends that The Way to Rainy Mountain “illustrate[s] 

the mixed-genre creations which refuse to honor scholarly distinctions between myth 

and history, history and story, autobiography and history, prose and poetry, etc” 

because Momaday recognizes and values “the relationship among and inevitable 

overlapping of these categories” (46). In “The Way to Rainy Mountain: Momaday’s 

Work in Motion,” Blaeser claims that by presenting the reader with such a 

juxtaposition, Momaday “provides ‘a context,’ but the reader must play his role by 

collaborating with the author to complete the work […] imagining discourse, 

uncovering connections and contradictions, and finally creating meaning” (41).  
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Glancy’s Stone Heart is much similar in the use of juxtaposition. By placing 

Lewis and Clark’s journals in the context of oral traditions, Glancy attempts to engage 

the reader with the question concerning the relationships between the two texts, to 

uncover connections and contradictions between the two ways of representation. In 

this juxtaposition of voices, there is a clash of perspectives and the struggle between 

contradicting positions and interrelations that are created through the dialogue 

between them.  

By means of juxtaposition, Glancy remains open to otherness. While presenting 

Sacajawea’s side of story, Glancy does not erase the existence of Lewis and Clark’s 

journals. Rather, Glancy appropriates their accounts and lets them speak in their own 

way. She however simultaneously transforms them with “an act of imagination” in the 

Sacajawea Imaginary. Her imaginative retelling implicitly reexamines ideological 

assumptions that are hidden behind the historical accounts. I suggest that Glancy’s 

choice of the form shows that, we need, as Arnold Krupat puts it, “not to overthrow 

the Towel of Babel, but as it were, to install a simultaneous translation system in it; 

not to homogenize human or literary differences but to make them at least mutually 

intelligible” (216). Glancy’s novel allows for inferences regarding the interaction of 

the “two texts of enunciation,” but it does not dictate or predetermine the reader’ 

response. David Carroll, in an essay on narrative and politics writes:  

Any narrative that predetermines all response or prohibits any 

counter-narratives puts an end to narrative itself by suppressing all 

possible alternatives and response, by making itself its own end and the 

end of all other narratives. (qtd. in Vizenor Narrative: 6) 

Glancy does not commit to hegemonic monologue; instead of offering a single, 

authoritative voice—a homogenizing monologue, she presents a polyphonic text 

whose underlining premise is the reciprocity of the historical known and unknown.  
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David Murray, in Forked Tongues: Speech, Writing, and Representation in 

North American Indian Texts (1991), writes “having floated dialogue” might be “a 

possible tool in the dismantling of the monologic, objective and authoritative / 

authoritarian from the classic ethnography” (150). The dialogue will avoid “the 

danger of making the space between the two sides into an unbridgeable chasm or of 

turning differences into Otherness” (Murray 1). Constructing the novel with intricate 

juxtaposed narratives, Glancy formulates a textual dialogue between the “supposedly” 

mutually alien narratives. In the following, I will turn to Bakhtin’s idea of dialogue 

and its application in Stone Heart. 

 

3.2 Bakhtinian Heteroglossia  

In this section, Bakhtin’s notions of heteroglossia and dialogic will be central to 

my discussion. In an interview conducted by Jennifer Andrews, Glancy contends that 

Bakhtin is instrumental in her work and I would like to argue that in Stone Heart the 

dialogic nature of heteroglossia is revealed and actualized. Moreover, “the two texts 

of enunciations” in the novel become implicated in each other and mutually animate 

each other. I will further relate the ideas of heteroglossia and dialogic to the oral 

traditions in Native American literatures. 

Heteroglossia, which Bakhtin regards as the characteristic feature of the novel, 

celebrates multiplicity of all those “centrifugal” forces at work in language, the 

variety of social speech types, and the diversity of voices interacting with one another. 

According to Michael Holquist, “heteroglossia” is Bakhtin’s way of referring to “the 

peculiar interaction between the two fundamentals of communication” in any 

utterance of any kind (xix). These two fundamentals include the centralizing, 

centripetal forces that strive to make things cohere, and the decentralizing, centrifugal 

forces that seek to keep things apart (xvii). While trying to define the glossary, 
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Holquist notes that “Heteroglossia is as close a conceptualization as is possible of that 

locus where centripetal and centrifugal forces collide […]” (429).  

In “Discourse in the Novel,” Bakhtin says “A unitary language is not something 

given [dan] but is always in essence posited [zadan]—and at every moment of its 

linguistic life it is opposed to the realities of heteroglossia” (270). Although 

centripetal forces oppose the social realities of heteroglossia, Bakhtin contends that, 

“alongside the centripetal forces, the centrifugal forces of language carry on their 

uninterrupted work” (272). It seems that centrifugal forces, which manifest the reality 

of actual articulation, are more powerful and ubiquitous, whereas centripetal forces 

are less influential (Bakhtin xix). 

I would like to apply Bakhtin’s concepts of “centrifugal forces” and “centripetal 

forces” to the notion of “heteroglossia” that is mediated in Stone Heart. I argue that 

the imagined accounts of Sacajawea and the excerpts from Lewis and Clark’s journals 

are juxtaposed “dialogically.” While the former can be viewed as “centrifugal forces,” 

the latter as “centripetal forces.” By means of juxtaposition, the centrifugal and 

centripetal forces collide with each other in the novel, where the reader witnesses 

“heteroglossia,” which reveals the double-voicedness of Lewis and Clark’s Expedition. 

Instead of providing a unitary, monologic, and sealed-off utterance from the tribal 

perspective, Glancy underscores the dialogic nature of the text, which reveals the 

struggle between two cultural standpoints. 

Bakhtin contends that, “heteroglossia […] permits a multiplicity of social 

voices and a wide variety of their links and interrelationships (always more or less 

dialogized” (263). It is constructed by both centrifugal forces and centripetal forces 

composed of different social values and ideologies. In other words, it “denies the 

absolutism of a single and unitary language—that is, [it] refuses to acknowledge its 

own language as the sole verbal and semantic center of ideological world” (Bakhtin 
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366). Glancy, refusing to make her own accounts of Sacajawea as the center of the 

novel, incorporate the monologic official documents into her reconstruction of the 

Sacajawea’s Imaginary. Her way of writing, which tends to relativise the centripetal 

forces of monologic official language, creates an alternative mode of telling, in which 

the ruptures can be represented, articulated, and examined. 

Bakhtin argues that “We never write or speak in a vacuum, our utterances are 

always to a certain degree related to texts and utterances that have come before us and 

texts and utterances that will come after us” (Bakhtin Speech). Glancy, therefore, does 

not throw out Lewis and Clark’s journals but juxtaposes them in an attempt to provide 

the historical context for perceiving the profound differences between the “two texts 

of enunciations.” Meaning, Bakhtin argues, is established through dialogue—it is 

fundamentally dialogic: 

The linguistic significance of a given utterance is understood against the 

background of language, while its actual meaning is understood against 

the background of other concrete utterances on the same theme, a 

background made up of contradictory opinions, points of view and value 

judgments [….] (281) 

In the light of Bakhtin’s notion of “dialogism,” Stone Heart can be better appreciated 

and understood. Lewis and Clark journals serve as a background of “concrete 

utterances” consisting contradictory opinions, points of view and value judgments” 

against the Sacajawea Imaginary. Such a method, I believe, provides potentially 

dialogic dynamics between the two distinct narratives, which I imagine as rejoinders 

in a given dialogue that tackles the same subject but with differing worldviews.  

Glancy’s use of juxtaposition can be further justified by the following statement 

made by Bakhtin,  

All languages of heteroglossia, whatever the principle underlying them 
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and make them unique, are specific points of view on the world, forms 

for conceptualizing the world in words, specific world view each 

characterized by its own objects, meanings and values. As such they all 

may be juxtaposed to one another, mutually supplement one another, 

contradict one another and be interrelated dialogically. (291-2) 

In Stone Heart, the absolutism of a stable, unitary hegemonic discourse has been 

displaced. The distinct form of the novel avoids imposing a single authoritative voice 

as the norm, which subordinates or suppresses other voices. Presented with two 

distinct worldviews, the reader will find out that the distinct accounts oriented toward 

the same events are indissolubly tied up with each other, and somehow mutually 

supplement and contradict one another. The voices in the novel are dialogically 

interrelated, engaging the reader in exploring the in-between connections and 

contradictions to negotiate the significance of the novel.  

Blaeser contends that “the energy in orality is dialogic” (emphasis added, Gerald: 

27). According to her, Bakhtin’s theory of discourse in The Dialogic Imagination 

offers a helpful analysis of the dialogic nature in Native American oral traditions. She 

suggests that, like native oral traditions, Bakhtin acknowledges the fact that it is only 

through language we come to understand experience. According to Blaeser, “static 

words and sentences exist in isolation or in a social void” will lose its dimension of 

reality. It is “only by means of an intrinsic awareness of connection” that “utterances 

come into existence.” Such utterances “originate from, and therefore exist in, the 

context of dialogic reciprocity” (Blaeser, Gerald: 28). Besides the use of juxtaposition, 

Glancy draws on the second-person narrative in the Sacajawea Imaginary in order to 

mirror the functioning of orality and imbue her writing with dialogic qualities. As a 

result, the reader is engaged in a process of active reading.  

Brill de Ramirez in “Storytelling and Their Listener-The reader in Silko’s 
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“Storytelling and ‘Storyteller’” notes the writings of Native American writers, 

informed by their respective oral traditions, invite a more directly interactive 

participation from their the reader. She suggests that, the reader within such a context 

are more accurately termed “listener-the reader,”1 referring to those the reader “whose 

roles straddle the written and the oral” (128). De Ramirez examines the role of the 

listener-the reader, and argues that they are far more than passive recipients of the 

stories.  

In the same essay, De Ramirez notes that Silko’s “Storytelling” is written with 

the intimacy of a conversational “second-person voice”2 as the woman’s mother tells 

her listener-reader, “No! That gossip isn’t true…You know/ my daughter/isn’t/ that 

kind of girl” (qtd. in De Ramirez 144). Silko thereby, De Ramirez suggests, “invites 

her reader-listener to engage with the storytelling-reading, offering her listener-the 

reader the opportunity to respond […]” (145). Glancy also writes with second-person 

narrative in her accounts of Sacajawea, begins with “YOU COME TO the Mandan 

village with Toussaint Charbonneau and Otter Woman” (SH 12). The pronoun “you” 

creates the illusion and personal intimacy directed to the listener-reader; thus, like 

what Brill de Ramirez speaks about Silko’s “Storytelling,” such direct address will 

enable the listener-reader’s entry into the text, simultaneous eliciting an interactive 

relationship between the listener-reader and the storytelling-text. 

Glancy’s use of the second-person narratives situates Sacajawea’s story in the 

listener and the reader’ mind and facilitates their entry into the fictional world of 

Sacajawea. Ong Walter, renowned for his explorations of the oral tradition, claims that 

                                                 
1 Brill de Ramirez explains that the hyphenated term emphasizes “the inextricably interwoven and 
interactive role expected of the reader by American Indian literatures.” She suggests that “the reader of 
these texts have analogous roles to those expected of listeners of oral stories.” (232) 
2 Here, I kept the original phrases by Brill de Ramirez. As a matter of fact, “second-person voice” is a 
not an adequate phrase, for second-person pronoun “you” does not actually have a voice. I thereby will 
replaced it with “the use of second person pronoun” or “second person narrative” in my further 
discussion on Glancy’s storytelling device.  
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“the poetics of oral cultures is participatory” (qtd. in Blaeser Gerald: 27). It is by 

means of the second-person narrative that Glancy emphasizes the notion of 

“participation” or active reading. Such an ‘involvement” relishes the directness and 

immediacy of storytelling, not only reflecting the aspects of orality in the written but 

also imbuing the novel with dialogic qualities.  

Fashioning the story with dramatic present-tense narration, Glancy adds breath 

and “immediacy” to the story. Moreover, she invests her story with a sense of present 

creation. In English, a change into the present tense may dramatize what is said, 

conveying immediacy, which is thought to be characteristic of oral stories (Blaeser, 

Gerald: 22). Robert Silberman claims that, “storytelling might be regarded as 

representation of experience with no special status;” nevertheless, “it is the impression 

of presentness and of presence, of social intimacy and communion that matters” (111). 

In Stone Heart, Glancy subtly shapes the narrative to create the sense of immediacy.  

 

3.3 Voices of the Land 

Glancy contends that she thinks that “landscape” has two parts: “the physicality 

of it—the trees and grass and corps, et cetera,” and “a message—a meaning, an 

energy force, a living being that the earth is” (WP 20). According to her, landscape is 

a person, a character, in Native American literature, rather than the setting. She claims 

that that the land has a voice just like human beings, which is not heard “with the 

ears,” but heard in “the inner self.” In this vein, she claims that landscape actually 

tells the story and encourages us to read the imagery of the landscape in order to know 

what is implicated in the story (WP 21-2). 

She clearly claims that some of her writing is an “attempt to keep ties to the 

land” (WP 22), expressing that she wants to present “another element, or dimension of 

land”: land as “words”, as “voices”, as “storytelling” (WP 20). She believes that, “we 
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should give sound to the sacred wilderness of the silenced landscape” (WP 64). In the 

following, I would like to examine how the land informs Stone Heart and how Glancy 

give rise to the “voices of the land.”  

The novel provides an intimate glimpse into what it would have been like for 

Sacajawea to travel the land from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean. However, 

Glancy confessed that she “could not have written Sacajawea without the land” 

(Andrews 7). She has traveled over the land in an attempt to find Sacajawea’s voice at 

the drafting stage of the novel. In her interview with Jennifer Andrews, Glancy said as 

she traveled over the land, the voices were there. She heard them not with her ear, but 

in her imagination. Likewise, she made a similar statement in The West Pole, writing: 

“I often travel across the land and pick up voices of my Indian ancestor […] That’s 

where our heritage is. In the head. Imagination. Vision. Memory” (104). Glancy 

believes the land has a memory, and it carries the voices of those who have walked 

upon it (Andrews 7), including the voices of the plants and animals. 

Under a closer scrutiny, I find that the novel carries the voices of the land, the 

voices of those who have walked upon the land. I would like to maintain that Glancy’s 

strategic use of “italics” facilitates the notion that the land informs Stone Heart. In 

other words, I contend that the use of “italics” helps bring back “the voices of those 

who have walked the land.” These voices include voices of the explorers, the Indians, 

and intriguingly but not surprisingly voices of “the land.” By incorporating or 

weaving numerous voices, Glancy follows the Native American belief that many 

voices are needed to tell a story. She emphasizes the necessity of listening to other 

voices, saying “America has to throw out the melting pot and realize that we are a 

multiplicity of voices. Each voice has its own words. And [we] have to listen to the 

whole group to understand” (Andrews 5). It takes many voices to tell a story; however 

oftentimes, in writing, “all those voices can’t speak” (Andrews 7). In order to have all 
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those voices—those voices of the land— speak in her novel, Glancy draws on the 

strategic use of italics. Now, I would like to illustrate those voices written in italics in 

details.  

When the narrator describes here is a hunting party heading upriver, following 

that, we read “Explorers, Toussaint says” (SH 12). While the narrator describes that 

Sacajawea hears the explorers say that Toussaint can take only one of his wives on the 

trail, the line goes “The young one, then, the one with the baby” (SH 28). Besides, at 

the moment Sacajawea watches the explorers build their fort across the river from the 

earth lodges of the Mandan village, the narrator writes: “When you see their wall, you 

call it place-where-logs-stand-up-side by-side. You hear them call it, Fort Mandan” 

(SH 13). As mentioned above, we are presented with italics which reveal the voices of 

Toussaint and of the explorers. 

But there are voices of Native Americans. When Sacajawea comes to the 

Mandan village, the narrator writes “The Indians call Toussaint Great Horse from 

Afar and Forest Bear”3 (SH 12). While the narrator describes that the explorers ask 

the Indians about the way upriver, we read “the explorers know there is no continuous 

river to the place the Indians call smelly lake” (SH 15). At the scene where 

Sacajawea’s brother recognized her in a council, Glancy writes “It is Cameahwait, 

your brother […] says your name in Shoshoni, Boat Pusher” (SH 71). I addition, 

Glancy writes “The Indian guides […] give Lewis a name, Yo-me-kol-lo-lick, the 

white bearskin folded” (SH 126). All these not only uncover the voices of Native 

American but also reflect the naming practices inherent in their cultures. 

Glancy also gives voices in italics to those who/which are supposedly voiceless, 

                                                 
3 Glancy attempts to give voices to the Indians, but ironically the voices she gave the 
Indians, including Cameahwai, are presented in English. But I maintain that her 
attempt to have Indian voices heard is not in vain, and should be acknowledged. The 
voices in italics, in a sense, reveal Native American “naming practices.”  
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including rock, axes and leaves. Sacajawea hears “the pecking of a rock against a 

teepee stake. Clack. Clack” (SH 32). When the explorers cut logs for the winter camp 

at Fort Clatsop, Sacajawea hears “the clop of their axes through the woods”; she 

listens to “the clunk of their axes” (SH 96). What is more, “The leaves of the path 

splot with drops of the rain off the trees” (SH 104). 

But in addition to the explicitly revealed voices in italics, Glancy makes the 

reader witness Sacajawea’s exceptional ability to hear the land. At the outset of the 

journey, Sacajawea hears “the moans of the people” (SH 14). Simultaneously she 

envisions great bears, horses, birds flying, and the animals stampeding into the sky 

back to the Maker. When she has the labor pains, seized with cramps and the pain 

along her back and stomach, she hears “the horses stomp their feet” (SH 21), feeling 

their thunderous hooves trampling her. When Sacajawea returns to the place where 

she comes from, she hears “hey hey hey/hey hey hey hey hi” (SH 70), the clouds 

talking in her own language. There are still many other voices she hears, including 

“the voices of the plants”, “the quiet roars of the mountains”, ”the fuss of the birds”, 

“the high whines of mosquitoes”, “the buzz of the flies” “the insect voices”, “the song 

of the fish”, and “the sound of the land” (SH 30, 98, 125, 135), etc.  

“Voices of the land” find visibility in the written word in Stone Heart. As 

Glancy contends, it is possible to hear the land—the voice of those who have walked 

upon them. The novel can be perceived as “a gathering of many voices,” manifesting 

the key concept of the storytelling in the Native American oral traditions. 

 

3.4 How Native Is Stone Heart? 

 

Remember imagery, the mental pictures your writing makes, usually thru metaphors & 

similes. Make sure they haven’t been said before. They have to be new. Tell me 
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something in a way I haven’t heard before. Let an image connects with a thought, 

sometimes a memory. Get rid of weak verbs. Watch tense, make them consistent. Use 

DETAIL!  

Diane Glancy, “Claiming Breath” (CB 90)  

 

While reading Stone Heart, the reader is designated a role as a listener-reader. It 

is natural for the reader to imagine him/herself in the realm of storytelling. Glancy 

writes in In-between Places that, “the art of the story is the generative force of 

storytelling, a need that is everywhere, like air. […] the voice as it tells story” (88). In 

storytelling, the storyteller often uses colloquial language to tell stories, in which they 

provide details that appeal to “five senses” to enhance the telling. Glancy, echoing the 

tradition, uses informal language to refashion the story of Sacajawea in “realistic, 

detailed situations” (IP 27).  

Engaging the reader’s five senses, Glancy, like a storyteller, leads the reader into 

the fictional world of Sacajawea. The reader will be mesmerized, listening and 

participating in the process of storytelling. By providing details that mostly appeals to 

the senses with phrases that begins with the “you” pronoun in the present tense, the 

reader is told to experience what Sacajawea experiences in the journey. As Glancy 

suggests in “Claiming Breath” that, one should “get rid of weak verbs,” “watch 

tense,” and “use DETAIL!” (CB 90), she disposes of feeble verbs, attends to tenses, 

and work out the details in Stone Heart. Glancy writes evocatively of the sights, 

smells, tastes, and feelings that Sacajawea experiences, drawing the reader more 

intimately into the fictional world of Sacajawea. Verbs such as “see,” “hear,” “watch,” 

“tell,” “know,” “feel,” and “speak” are one-syllable words that develop strong 

impressions on the mind of the listen-reader. Besides, Glancy keeps using the present 

tense, which contributes to the reader’s participation of the storytelling. 

Simon Ortiz says, “it is the language, spoken and unspoken, that determines our 
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existence” (38). For Native American writers, it is always critical for them to cope 

with the language of the “settler/colonizer.” Patricia Monture Angus states in her 

essay “Native American and the Literary Tradition” that Native American writers 

have taken a language that does not speak for them and give it a new life perhaps by 

way of “break[ing] down all of the structural, style and grammatical rules” (23). 

Angus maintains that Native writers have learned to “use a language which was 

forced upon [them] to create powerful message which convey [their] existence” (23). 

Angus suggests “words are powerful, as they are reflections and retractions 

through which culture and thought are transmitted” (31). Thereby I maintain that 

“language” should be necessary to the discussion of Stone Heart. Glancy writes in 

The West Pole that, “If you want to conquer a people. Take their language which is 

their way of thinking, their carrier-of-culture-and meaning, their sense-of-being” (35). 

Besides, in In-between Places, she writes, “language is our way of knowing the world, 

of constructing the meaning that enables us to function. Language orders the world 

and one’s place in it” (81). As mentioned above, it is natural to conclude that language 

has been Glancy’s major concern in her Native writing. Based on that argument, I 

would like to argue that her strategic use of “compound words”4 manifests her 

concern with the notion that language determines ways of knowing the world and 

should be carefully dealt with. 

Throughout the novel, the reader will not fail to come across compound words. 

Such a strategy reflects what Angus suggests. That is, Glancy breaks down structural, 

stylistic, and grammatical rules. In the novel, Glancy provides the reader with a fresh 

syntax, suffused with praise for the world of nature and the sense of mystery which is 

                                                 
4 According to Jennifer Andrews, Glancy’s poetry incorporates a lot of different 
formal strategies, including compound words, and a strategic use of spacing, italics, 
and capitals. In Stone Heart, Glancy incorporates some of the formal strategies in her 
novel; the most prominent one is the use of “compound words.”  
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all around us. According to Lester A. Standiford, “paraphrastic nature of the 

language” is one of the stylistic characteristics of contemporary American literature 

that derives from the oral tradition. Standiford contends, “The dense paraphrastic 

nature of the language, in which we often see one word standing for an entire English 

phrase […]and the close-knit nature of tribal cultures contribute to the compactness of 

the literature” (185).  

In the Sacajawea Imaginary, we witness the paraphrastic nature of the language 

that derives from the oral tradition. The wall of Mandan Fort is called 

“place-where-logs-stand-side-by-side” (SH 13). The Milk River is called the 

“river-that-scolds-all-others” (SH 34). The Great Falls of Rocky Mountains are 

thought to be “the-place-where-the-ghost-horses-dance” (SH 57). When Sacajawea 

enters an open plain with the explorers, the narrator addresses to her: “You feel the 

“empty-earth-lodge-you-are-without-others-who-are-like-you” (SH 63). The land of 

the Northwest Passage is called a “place-where-the-Maker-rests” (SH 109). Pompey’s 

Pillar is called the “Place-Where-the Mountains-Lion-Dwells by the Crow” (SH132).  

The uniquely hyphenated compound words in Stone Heart are opposed to the 

traditional grammatical view. However, by means of strategic use of them, Glancy 

provides the reader a different way of seeing things. Conventionally, a compound 

word is made of two or more words together to express a single idea. As the reader 

may find, the meaning of things being referred are deeply connected to the land, 

which definitely reveals lingering awareness of tribal ties to the land. Joni Adamson in 

“And the Ground Spoke: Joy Harjo and the Struggle for a Land-Based Language” 

writes that “Harjo is struggling to create what she calls a ‘land-based language,’ or a 

language capable of expressing ‘the spirit of place recognized ’” (120). Like Harjo, 

Glancy is attempting to transform to transform English for her own expressive 

purpose by incorporating elements from tribal narratives. The language in Stone Heart, 
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in effect, is a land-based language, which calls the reader’s attention the significance 

of the land in Native cultures. This echoes what Glancy contends in “The Nail-down 

of Oral Tradition” that her “sense of place in the Midwest is defined by the land […] 

defined by a sense of language which is lost” (CB 106). Glancy has learned to speak 

her own meanings with new words of English, as she writes: “If you don’t have your 

word, you don’t have your world” (CB 109). Having no language, one is without 

means to convey what he or she thinks. In the novel, Glancy effectively invents a 

land-based language which helps the reader to better understand the Native culture.  

Besides the remarkable use of the compounds words, in Stone Heart, Glancy 

presents a particular way of perceiving the world, which “depicts a reciprocal 

relationship between humans, nonhumans, and the natural world” (Adamson 122). By 

means of the Sacajawea Imaginary, the reader is taught to see and experience “with a 

native eye,” in other words, to perceive the particular features that are embedded in 

the Native cultures. Barre Toelken comments on the important aspect of a Native 

worldview in “Seeing with a Native Eye”:  

Many tribes feel the real world is not the one that is mostly easily seen, 

while the Western technological culture thinks of this as the real world, 

the one that can be seen and touched easily. To many Native Americans 

the world that is real is the one we reach through special religious means, 

the one we are taught to “see” and experience via ritual and sacred 

patterning. (qtd. in Blaeser Gerald, 26) 

In the novel, the reader observes the difference between the Western and Native 

cultures that Toelken states, and acknowledges the irony embedded in the fact that the 

explorers “come to see at the land but they do not see the spirits” (SH 25). On the 

contrary, the Native woman Sacajawea can hear the voices from the land and know 

where to seek the voices. 
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Sacajawea perceives the earth as a “presence,” “a place that has breath” (SH 53). 

In the novel, there is always “the indigenous sense of the landscape as a place where 

human live in a reciprocal relationship with the natural world” (Adamson 121). For 

example, Sacajawea is always aware of the stomping and running of “ghost horses” 

that alludes to coming danger or death. During a dust storm, while the expedition 

party takes shelter in tents, Sacajawea listens and realizes “It’s the dust from the feet 

of the ghost horses” (SH 30). Sacajawea knows what’s stirring the land, and that the 

ghost horses come because of the significant change that the Manifest Destiny will 

bring about.  

In addition, there is an incident when Lewis invents a boat which is made of 

buffalo tallow, beeswax, and pounded charcoal. However, as soon as it was in the 

river, it leaks and sinks. With regard to this occurrence, the reader reads in the 

Sacajawea Imaginary that “Lewis says maybe it was the lack of proper gum. You say, 

in Shoshoni, maybe it doesn’t fit the way-the-wind-that moves” (SH 61). Here, the 

reader is exposed to two ways of perceiving; to be exact, the reader is taught to see 

and experience “with a native eye.” 

What’s more, when the explorers come to the white cliffs of the Missouri 

Breaks, they say the sandstone cliffs have been carved into ghost shapes by the wind. 

But Sacajawea think that it is “the place ghost horses cross the river” and that “the 

cliffs are shaped by the hooves of their feet where they climb” (SH 40). Again, how 

Sacajawea explains the natural phenomenon of “weathering” represents Native 

Americans’ unique ways of seeing and understanding the world. Native Americans do 

not perceive the natural phenomenon as observable and knowable in its physical sense 

alone; rather, they project the spiritually land-based worldview onto the landscape 

while explaining the natural phenomenon.  

By way of the Sacajawea Imaginary, the reader learns a reciprocal and sacred 
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relationship between humans and the land—the profoundly inextricable connections 

between humans and the natural world. As the reader will find, Sacajawea not only 

hears the land but also speaks to the land. When the explorers row upriver and search 

for the role for the Pacific Ocean, Sacajawea “[tells] the land to hide itself, to run 

from the shore” (SH 31). Here, Sacajawea enters a reciprocal connection with the land. 

Sacajawea is also capable of speaking to the plants and other animals as well. 

Sacajawea “sing[s] to the spirit of the corn” (SH 140) in wish to “[speak] the corn into 

being” (WP 65). Such a practice is common in the Native cultures; they speak the 

world into being. The reader should be reminded of that Sacajawea “speak[s] to the 

baby…tell[s] it to come (SH 20)” and that the other tribal women gather around 

Sacajawea and sing the baby a song, “calling him to the world” (SH 23).  

Glancy’s aim of writing of the novel is to throw out the myth of Sacajawea as a 

guide of the Corps of Discovery, and yet, the first thing that came up is the beaver 

stone, which is on the cover of the novel. In the “Afterword,” Glancy contends that it 

was at Decision Point, near the Great Falls of Montana, as she stood at the banks of 

the Missouri River that she found a white rock in the shape of a beaver. As she held it, 

the phrase ‘stone heart’ came to her, and she started to imagine the dream 

Sacajawea’s grandmother had at Sacajawea’s birth (SH 152). Glancy deliberately 

arranges a similar scene in the novel, writing that it is near Decision Point that 

Sacajawea “find[s] a white stone in the shape of a beaver” (SH 40). Glancy writes that 

Sacajawea’s grandmother “dreamed of a small, white beaver without a tail. It had a 

stone heart because it had a long journey to walk” (SH 40). Glancy even writes that if 

Sacajawea had another name, “it would be ‘woman-with-the-stone-beaver’s-heart’” 

(SH 55). The compound not only reinforces the myth Glancy has created for 

Sacajawea, but also challenges the stereotype of imaging Sacajawea as “Bird Woman” 

or “Boat Pusher.”  


